2001 ford expedition coil pack

Ford Expedition owners have reported 13 problems related to ignition coils failure under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Expedition based on all problems
reported for the Expedition. After accelerating from a stop, a loud bang was heard. What had
happened? I was not aware that fuel would continue to blow out of the spark plug hole which
could have been ignited by the ignition coil or exhasut manifold. Ford is aware of this issue, but
has not recalled the defective aluminum heads, but rather offered a repair kit to fix the stripped
threads when this issue occurs. This could have been a very different ending if the fuel would
have ignited. See all problems of the Ford Expedition. My wife was driving with our infant son
and our teenage daughter in our Expedition XLT 4. She heard a loud pop and the vehicle lost
power and started smoking and shaking violently. She thought the Expedition was going to
blow up. We had the Expedition checked out and the cylinder number 7 spark plug blew out.
The aluminum threads in the head gave and the spark plug blew out, the injector kept spraying
raw fuel and the coil ignited it. When all this happened it burned the ignition coil, coil boot,
spark plug and the coil harness. Now we were told we would have to have the cylinder head
replaced. We love our Expedition and I considered buying a new one, but I don't know now. The
contact owns a Ford Expedition. While driving 70 mph, the entire vehicle began to jerk and ride
roughly. The contact stated that the service engine light illuminated. She pulled over and turned
off the vehicle. She restarted the vehicle and drove to the Ford dealer. The dealer performed an
ids diagnostic and pinpoint test and discovered that a cylinder misfired on cylinder number 4.
The dealer replaced the ignition coil and spark plug assembly. The current mileage was 74, and
failure mileage was 74, When I had it towed to sioux falls Ford, they said a spark plug had blown
out. When I asked if that was a factory defect, I was told that the plug may have been put in
incorrectly. I have never had the spark plugs replaced, so I knew it was a factory plug, but the
technician said that they had no way of knowing that. At that time, they told me that they would
check all of the spark plugs to ensure that they were tight. They claimed that their repairs had
not caused this, but I feel like I have been getting the run-around on all of this simply because I
am a woman. Vehicle underwent normal driving. Suddenly upon starting the vehicle a loud
popping noise from the engine compartment was heard. There was loss of power, and would
continue whenever the engine started. The odor of gasoline and oil was emitted into the vehicle.
The vehicle had to be immediately brought into a Ford dealership. Instead of replacing the entire
head as required by Ford , helicoil, spark plug, and ignition coil had to be installed by the
dealership. My Ford Expedition has had to have the ignition coil packs replaced at least 4 times.
The symptoms are misfire and a resulting severe engine vibration upon acceleration. Once the
vehicle reaches a cruising speed, the problem appears to go away, but only until you accelerate
again. Ford motor company knows there is is design flaw in these vehicles which causes water
dripping from some source the air conditioner or a windshield that is not sealed to short out the
ignition coil packs. They have a technical service bulletin out on the problem, but the problem is
not always reported as a check engine light and they fail to diagnose this properly in some
cases. The first 2 times this happened, I took the car to two different Ford dealerships. The third
time it happened, we went to our local garage and the guy said this was a common problem,
well known to auto mechanics, but that the individual failing cylinder could not be readily
diagnosed by the computer codes, so it was an expensive repair because they might have to try
all 8 coil packs to locate and identify the offender. You can see the great difference in cost of
doing it yourself vs. Both of my trips to the dealership. My truck is failing again now and of
course, it is exhibiting the same symptoms of a coil pack failure. This time, however, the coil
pack in question is not easily accessible for the home mechanic and we will be forced to take it
in for repair. Because this always seems to happen during inclement weather the danger factor
is heightened. I have spoken to other Expedition owners and they all have experienced the
exact same dangerous and expensive problem. Another issue of consumer concern is that Ford
motor CO. And it's service representatives are keenly aware of this and in fact have repaired the
continuous problem during the first 75, miles. I personally have had the coils go out on me
while driving in dangerous weather and have now had five 5 ignition coils go out on me at this
time. Ford motor CO needs to take responsibility for this inherent mechanical problem and
finally correct this problem before any accidents and deaths occur. Ignition coiled burned out
causing a 30 amp fuse to fail. The car immediately stalled and would not start again due to
electronic system shutdown. The car has only 40, miles and it and has had all recommended
service. The Ford dealership service department who made the repair stated that there were 8 of
these ignition coils and they could burn out at any time causing the same failure. Ford knows it
is a design problem, Ford dealers not warranteeing or replacing the part. Tire tread separated.
The tire was replaced with the spare. Next the drivers side rear tire tread separated which
caused temporary loss of control. The tire damaged the rear bumper and wheel well. While

doing research the consumer came across a recall notice for the tires. The consumer request
reimbursement for the price of five new tires, damage and mental anguish. The vehicle
transmission also had to be overhauled because it caused the vehicle to vibrate while changing
gears. The ignition coil was replaced to alleviate bucking while driving at a steady speed. The
ignition coil failed twice which resulted in a sudden loss of power while driving 70 mph. The
vehicle was taken to a mechanic who determined that the ignition coil springs were defective.
On ignition coil for 7 cylinder failed. I was told that it is unusual to occur on a vehicle with 56,
miles. On ignition coil for 6 cylinder failed. I was told that this is highly unusual that this occurs
on a vehicle with 63, miles. On , I contacted Ford requesting an inspection of this unusual
occurrence to prevent any further failure of the ignition coils and was told that they could not
help me because I repaired the condition. The 4 ignition coil pack failed and was replaced. This
is a common problem on Ford 4. I am creating a database of failures from multiple user groups
and can confirm multiple up to five on the same vehicle failures of this part because of a heater
hose that leaks on to the coil pack directly beneath it. Mine failed while accelerating on to a
highway, and was almost rear-ended since the truck suddenly lost power being that the 4
cylinder was no longer firing. Since multiple failures have been recorded, Ford should be liable
for this as it is clearly a design flaw. Car Problems. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford
Expedition 1. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition 2. Ignition Coils Failure
problem of the Ford Expedition 3. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition 4.
Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition 5. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the
Ford Expedition 6. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition 7. Ignition Coils Failure
problem of the Ford Expedition 8. Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition 9.
Ignition Coils Failure problem of the Ford Expedition Electrical System problems. Ignition
problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Dash Wiring problems. Battery
problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. Starter problems. Trying to
diagnose a Ford engine that is running rough can be a tricky proposition. However, it is
important to determine why the engine is running roughly, because running a vehicle like this
for a sustained amount of time can cause permanent damage. There are several ways to
determine if the coil packs are causing this issue, which makes troubleshooting the coil packs
on your Ford one of the first places to start. When a vehicle has a weak coil pack, the engine will
misfire. You can tell misfiring because your Ford will feel like it's going to stall when idling. This
means the engine will not run smoothly, but will sound choppy and the car may even shake. If
more than one coil is weakened or not working, the vehicle may completely stall. According to
AsaShop. The error code will tell the tester which coil pack is not working at optimum
functionality. OBD II readers can be purchased from automotive parts retailers if you are
confident in working with vehicles. Otherwise, an automotive repair facility should be contacted.
Inspecting the ignition coil housing for cracks is a great way to determine if a coil is
underperforming. Any coil with a cracked housing should be replaced, because coils are
exposed to constant heat when the vehicle is on. This can cause plastic housings to crack,
allowing moisture into the coil pack. Electrical current and electricity do not blend together, and
this can cause a short in the coil pack. Housing Cracks Inspecting the ignition coil housing for
cracks is a great way to determine if a coil is underperforming. If you've been wondering how to
test the Coil-On-Plug ignition coils on your Ford car or truck with a 4. As is the custom here at
easyautodiagnostics. OK, before we jump into the COP coil tests, let me just make you aware
where you can find a complete list of 4. One last thing, I have written another 4. This is not the
most definitive list on the subject, but does cover the majority of symptoms I've seen on this
type of ignition system:. A scan tool automotive diagnostic scanner isn't needed to test the COP
ignition coils on your Ford car or truck. The tests you're about to learn are all done without one.
Now, what if you don't know which cylinder is the one misfiring? Don't you need a scan tool to
find out? Well no, you can find out which one it is without a scan tool. You can perform the
cylinder balance test yourself on your Ford car or truck, Test 5 will help you with this. You'll
need:. OK, to test the Coil-On-Plug ignition coils on your Ford car or truck, you need to know
what each wire circuit does in the connector. Here are the circuit descriptions:. You don't need
to know the color of the wires for this test since the circuit descriptions above are shared by all
of the eight Coil-On-Plug ignition coils on your Ford car or truck. So, whether you're testing the
number 1 cylinder ignition coil or the number 4 cylinder ignition coil or whichever ignition coil ,
the above info applies. To test these circuits, it's not necessary to unplug the ignition coil's
connector. What I recommend you do is to test for each signal with the connector connected
using a wire-piercing probe. This is the easiest and the most effective way of getting at the
signals. If you need to see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire-Piercing Probe. Not sure if
the ignition coils above fit your particular Ford vehicle? Don't worry, once you get to the site,
they'll make sure they fit and if they don't, they'll find you the right ones. Ignition System Wiring

Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. What's my mother going to do? This material may not be reproduced
without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem on your vehicle. How To Test The Ford 4. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5. Smell of
unburned gasoline coming out of the tailpipe. Rotten egg smell coming out of the tailpipe. This
is due to the unburned gasoline from the misfiring cylinder over loading the catalytic converter.
Really bad gas mileage. Lack of power as you accelerate the vehicle down the road. What Tools
Do I Need? You'll need: An HEI spark tester. Need to buy one? Battery jump start cables. LED
light. A helper. You'll need someone to help you crank the engine while you perform the tests in
the engine compartment. A repair manual. For whatever remove and replace info you'll need
that is not covered by this article. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mercury
Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. For more
information go to Older Expedition models are more likely to experience misfires during their
lifespan. The common culprit is a faulty Ford Expedition coil pack. Symptoms of Ford
Expedition ignition coil problems: Check Engine Light is on, difficulty starting the vehicle, poor
drivability, and reduced fuel economy. You may test for a bad coil pack manually, using an
OBD-II scanner tool, an ohmmeter, or a spark tester. One of the benefits of getting a supersized
SUV such as the Ford Expedition is that it gives you ample space and power to carry a
significant amount of cargo. Unfortunately, older models of this SUV are more likely to
experience misfires during the lifespan of the vehicle. Check Engine light is illuminated This
malfunction indicator light can be triggered by different engine issues. Use a scan tool to
decipher the trouble code or seek the help of a licensed mechanic for a proper diagnosis. The
drivability of your vehicle will suffer from a bad ignition coil. You will notice a drastic difference
in the way your Expedition drives, particularly a loss of power that can make the vehicle
hesitate, jerk, or shut off spontaneously. Trouble codes P through P point are triggered by
cylinder misfires that are likely caused by a bad coil pack. Another tool that you can use to
check your ignition coils is an ohmmeter. You may also use a spark tester to check for ignition
coil output. The ignition coil is a transformer that sends high-voltage electricity to the spark
plugs to start the engine. Misfiring due to a faulty or damaged ignition coil is a problem that not
only affects the drivability and riding comfort of your vehicle but also impacts its fuel efficiency.
Leaving a bad coil pack often results in a loss of power, making it more difficult to tackle hills or
tow a load. More importantly, this prevents your engine from running at optimal levels and puts
it at risk of serious and costly damage in the long run. These are sold individually or in sets of
two to ten. You may opt for either a universal or direct-fit replacement coil. There have been
several generations of the Ford Expedition, each generation built with parts that vary in size and
fit. SUVs made before the model year were equipped with a Ford coil pack and spark plug wire
setup, while newer models carry coil-on-plug assemblies. Just plug in the correct year, make,
and model on the search filters to narrow down the results. There are many things that can
cause an engine to fail. While a faulty ignition coil may be one of them, it is not the only reason
why the Expedition loses a considerable amount of power. So before the driver assumes that
the decreased engine performance is due to a busted ignition coil, he should first check the
other parts responsible for the three actions that deal with a running engine. Starting with the
easiest to dissect, he should first check the Ford Expedition's gas tank and work his way
deeper, all the way to its fuses and spark plugs. If all checks out okay, then that is the time the
ignition coil should be inspected for damage. Ignition coils are basically winding cords of
copper or other conducting metal wires wrapped with proper insulators. And as most metal
wires are, the first and most obvious sign of a damaged coil is corrosion. However, if the part is
free of any noticeable physical damage, the best way to tell whether or not the Expedition's
ignition coil needs to be replaced is through a coil test using a multimeter. A multimeter is an
effective tool for testing whether the ignition coil has gone bad or at least on the way there. A
visual inspection is only limited to the surface health of the part and will only show what you
already know--that the part is so far gone that the engine is not starting at all. However, there
are cases wherein the Expedition is like a disaster waiting to happen with a decrease in power
experienced by the day. Physical health checks will not be able to differentiate between a weak
coil and perfectly working one. But with the use of the multimeter, an accurate measure of the
coil's health can be obtained through the use of data and numbers. So aside from relying on a
pair of eyes to know whether or not the ignition coil is damaged, it is better to rely more on
science-check for a busted coil using a multimeter. The readings found on the multimeter
pertain to the measured resistance across the wires coming from the windings on the coil. The
resistance readings on the multimeter must match the resistance specification for your ignition
coil. Resistance specifications vary between Ford Expedition generations. So to compare

whether or not the readings are within range, refer to the Expedition's vehicle manual. If it is
past the specified range, this means that coils need to be replaced. Most drivers argue that if
the reading is marginal, the coils are still useable and can still work for a considerable amount
of miles. However, this is not necessarily true. It simply means that the coils installed on the
Expedition has only a few good sparks left, and after they have used up all of it, the coils will
stop working. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Ford Expedition Ignition Coil. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Ignition Coil part.
Recommended Use. See All. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Expedition
Ignition Coil. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Jan 29, They
were the right parts. Parts for right and they fit. David Haynes. Purchased on Jan 13, Jan 25,
This product was cheaper then the competitors, however the product is very comparable with
competitors. Met my expectations. Travis Fauque. Purchased on Nov 30, Jan 19, Great going to
have a mechanic to work on my truck. Rick Cooter. Purchased on Jan 06, Show More. Ford
Expedition Ig
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nition Coil Guides. How much is a Ford Expedition coil pack? Finding the right fit. Frequently
Asked Questions If the Ford Expedition suddenly loses engine power and performs less than
what is normal, does this automatically mean that there is a problem with its ignition coil? What
would a busted Ford Expedition ignition coil look like? What does the reading in the multimeter
mean and how will it determine the health of the Ford Expedition's ignition coil? Symptoms of
Ford Expedition ignition coil problems. How to tell if your coil pack is bad. Why is replacing a
bad coil pack important? Frequently Asked Questions. If the Ford Expedition suddenly loses
engine power and performs less than what is normal, does this automatically mean that there is
a problem with its ignition coil? Helpful Automotive Resources. What Does the P Code. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
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